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The VISION of THE JOHN LEARY ORGANIZATION is to MAKE A DIFFERENCE for the future of mankind through best practices
solutions, business ethics reviews, business networking, community development, consumer advocacy, entertainment production,
event planning, fundraising, image/wellness consultation, marketing and promotions, and, of course, publication.
Through its Publishing Group, THE JOHN LEARY ORGANIZATION is stating its vision in three very distinct and unique magazines
under The Christian Magazine Network:
The Organizer - Christian Business Networking Magazine
Arts and Entertainment, The Christian Way - Arts & Entertainment Magazine
M.A.D. Magazine - Making A Difference Magazine
Each magazine has been developed with a specific audience in mind, and the magazine's content will be aligned with the appropriate
focus of that particular magazine. One thing is constant, however - The VISION - to MAKE A DIFFERENCE for the future of
mankind through a focus on Christianity. You will enjoy a variety of interesting articles including THE FEATURE, THE VIEWPOINT,
THE ESSENTIAL, THE SPIRITUAL CORNER, and a column on HUMOR and HILARITY, which will allow you to have fun while still
being focused on your vision. I invite you to begin a new adventure with Arts & Entertainment Magazine and:
· MAKE the best connections
· ACCESS focus information to be on point
· PLAN successfully for the future
· EXPRESS your viewpoint
· GROW your business
· INTERACT with your community
Enjoy your reading and catch the spirit. I look forward to your comments and your participation. Let's all make a difference.
For if each of us succeeds in those activities using the gifts which we have received, then our unity in organization will also succeed
(Ephesians 4:16).
John Leary
PUBLISHER
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The Feature
DOES LIFE IMITATE ART? >> or >> DOES ART IMITATE LIFE?
What came first? Life or art? … just like the question, what came first, the chicken or the
egg? … Life, of course! Art is inanimate in its beginning and actually copies life in various
forms and is actually a restructuring of life as it exists. IT’S ALL IN OUR MINDSET!
Through art we envision changing life as it is, and then life imitates the art that was just
created by changing life as perceived by the artist.
Take the reality shows. Are they reality or only a facade from the time “ACTION” is
shouted and “CUT” is yelled. Think about it!. Reality shows are allowing people to act
out their desires. Rather than being honest with their true feelings, these people are
attempting to imitate others or to become actors imitating others’ lives. It appears that
the creators of these shows are setting a stage for the performers to react to various
stimuli and to imitate life rather than live life.
We can learn from these shows and can actually see an artist’s recreation as a way for
us to not copy what we see but try to change our lives and make a difference for
ourselves and for others.
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“TIP TOP” TIP
· What is your talent?
· Are you exceptional in various arts and entertainment areas
(dancing, singing, acting, etc.), or is your ability
best described as the #1 box office film star?
·
· Should you continue to explore all art forms or should you change your
focus and concentrate on your most exceptional form of expression?
·
· Are you bothered by the critics’ and journalists’ comments
of your performance or are you content in expressing your
talent which was provided to you by the Creator?
·
· Take an aptitude test and review your skills and then
decide on what area(s) you should place your
focus and energy.
· Think about it
And
· Become the best entertainer
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T H E

V I E W P O I N T

Customer Delight: Provide What The Customer Wants
We are customers of each other, and we interact with a variety of people each day; some people deal with many
customers daily, and some people deal with a select few or very few. How is your interaction? Are you working towards
more interaction? Recently I purchased a number of items from a local retailer and I had my store and manufacturer
coupons ready with my payment. The cashier scanned the items and the coupons and informed me that everything was
recorded properly. As I checked the receipt against my calculation, I saw that there was a difference in the total (which
happened to be the amount of the manufacturer’s coupon), and I asked the cashier why the manufacturer coupon was
not deducted.
As the cashier looked at the transaction and was asking me what I meant, I immediately realized that I had not
presented the manufacturer’s coupon with my payment. I then apologized to the cashier for my error; the cashier
canceled the transaction, returned my money, and started the process again, deducting the appropriate coupons.
Before leaving the store, I thanked the cashier for the patience in dealing with me and again apologized for my error.
Later that day, I sent an email to the retailer detailing the incident and advising that the cashier should receive a “pat
on the back” for the courtesy and actions displayed in a customer relationship situation.
This is an example of how employees can assist customers and can build better relationships so that each relationship
is nourished and everyone wins. There you have it: “Customer Delight: Provide What The Customer Wants”. I
purchased the items I wanted and took advantage of the savings available through the store discount and
manufacturer coupons. And as a Christian I felt blessed that I could take the opportunity to contact an employer on
behalf of an employee for a job well done.
When I return to the store to shop again, I’m going to ask the cashier how the employer interacts with the employee
when a customer mentions that an employee did an excellent job assisting the customer (I’ll pose a general question
and won’t mention anything), and see if there is any reaction.
HOW ARE YOU AS A CUSTOMER?
ARE YOU STRIVING FOR QUALITY ON EACH INTERACTION?
WOULD YOU BE RESPECTED AS A CUSTOMER DURING YOUR VISIT TO A STORE?
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The Essential
!! FROM THE RUNWAY TO THE OSCAR !! (Part One)
Modeling is acting. To be a model is to be an actor … you either portray yourself or portray someone you want to be … or you
are acting a fantasy of assorts. The runway is the stage, the designer is the producer, the choreographer is the director, and
you are the performer. As always, the audience is the audience! To succeed in your profession as a model you must have the polish, the
poise, the perfection, the professionalism, and you must possess the desire to be recognized in the way you are projecting yourself,
your image, or your fantasy. Acting is exactly the same.
The tools of the trade for both modeling and acting are alike. To project the image of who you are or who you want the world to
perceive you as, you must have the proper photographic representation .. headshots, composites, portfolio accompaniments.
You must work with the proper photographer to provide that image .. high fashion, commercial, character, or a combination of
these. There are a number of seasoned professionals available in any geographic area, and there are usually a number of
novice photographers who do possess the ability to project your personality properly.
Important: some photographers will provide test shots for no or little cost as a trade off to build their own portfolio .. you help
them, they help you. A resumẽ of your entertainment credits is like any other resumẽ .. It shows your experience, abilities,
strengths, hobbies, and training. Combining an effective resumẽ with the proper photographic representation can be the first
step towards accomplishing your goals and objectives. Just as in the photographic representations, resumẽs should be created
by professionals who understand the concept of the entertainment industry.
If you choose to follow the path “FROM THE RUNWAY TO THE OSCAR” you must be prepared professionally to walk down
the RUNWAY to receive your OSCAR. (PART TWO in the next issue)
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S P I R I T U A L

C O R N E R

"And I suppose that if all the other things Jesus did
were written down, the whole world could not contain the books." John 21:25

If you look at this scripture it’s evident that the New Testament is a synopsis of events in the life of Jesus. Considering that the New
Testament is a synopsis, or an overview, can you envision your life in a similar way? Each person has a certain time in a human body,
and a number of things can be accomplished. If you can change your focus to one that is geared towards making a difference, you will
have a chance to rewrite your book of life or to actually start a book about your life. And you might become a published author or have
someone write about you. If you can identify your God given gifts and the talents you have received as blessings and then take
command of and polish these gifts and talents, then you will rewrite your book of life or start the book you have always wanted to
write but didn’t know where to start (Romans 12:6-8).
And then, you can make a difference!
“For who sees anything different in you? What do you have that
you did not receive? And if you received it, why do you boast as if
it were not a gift?” 1Corinthians 4:7
If you are involved in arts & entertainment as a performer, you have the ability to portray another person or to make others feel like
they become another person or allow them to be a part of, or identify with, something they are unable to actually realize. Your talent is
God given and might have developed because of your efforts or might have progressed easily because of your upbringing and
environment. But, your talent is a gift and you should honor the Lord for giving you the opportunity to possess that gift and to bless
others by making a difference in and balancing their lives as you entertain them.
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7 Keys to divine healing is a must have for those of you interested in healing for your own body or for ministering to others.
Evangelist & Pastor Derick E Wilkes, shows you step by step, not only how to receive your healing
but provides insight into why some don't receive.
Very practical teaching and easy to understand By Evangelist & Pastor Derick E Wilkes CD Price: $10.00
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THE KISS PRINCIPLE AND HUMOR & HILARITY
The KISS Principle can be interpreted in many ways, and that interpretation
is based on the perception of the individual. I’m sure that you’re familiar
with someone who has been upset or feeling at odds with something or
someone and has habitually said, “Keep it simple, stupid” occasionally or quite often.
We can understand the speaker’s frustration, but the recipient can have various emotions, some of
which can create a backlash for the speaker if the recipient reacts very angrily and causes additional
problems for one or the other, or both, but often the reaction by the recipient is one of hurt or
disbelief, and can lead to an emotional problem and feelings of low self esteem or loss of self worth.
Using that language is actually a sign of bullying on the part of the speaker, and often the speaker is
presenting their own feelings of low self esteem or reacting to problems in their lives.
Part of my focus on change is to dismantle bullying and I feel that our human equation to the word
“kiss” is somewhat akin to a good feeling about our interactions with our fellow human beings and our
innate desire for connection. So for me, the KISS Principle means “Keep it simply simple.”
That way we are addressing a situation with a different mindset, from a good feeling rather than from
a feeling of frustration, anger, or low self esteem.
So with that thought in mind, we can “keep it simply simple” and change our way of looking at a
problem or trying to fix something. That “simple” phrase can give us a better outlook on everything
we do during our day, and our mindset will definitely be changed for the better. We will be able to
have peace in our focus and connect more fully spiritually as we become Christ centered. And by
using the word simple we are actually returning to a time in our lives when a logical or less stressed
approach to a solution was the rule rather than the exception. When we enter the world
of business we sometimes become entrenched by corporate philosophy and a way of doing things
which is foreign to our makeup and our way of life. And we might feel “stupid” until we become
acclimated to the system, or we would be called “stupid” because the corporate philosophy is not
always a kind or gentle way of life and is often governed by fear rather than simplicity (no offense
meant to the establishment).
The KISS Principle & Humor & Hilarity continued next page
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THE KISS PRINCIPLE CONCLUDES
And by using the term “simple” I am not implying that you would be considered simple or a simpleton,
which is again a term used by bullies. The key to “keep it simply simple” is to use our gifts and talents
as we received them and to make a difference for others so that they, in turn, can use their gifts and
talents accordingly (Psalm 131:1-2). And one more thing about the KISS Principle. If you like rock n’
roll like I do, you’ll be happy that the rock group KISS finally got elected to the Rock & Roll Hall of
Fame, with induction in Brooklyn, NY. in April. Again, it isn’t a simple thing to get elected to this Hall
of Fame, and I wonder why those making the elections don’t “keep it simply simple.”
Perhaps the comment about the KISS election could be placed below >>>> enjoy >>>

Humor & Hilarity
Don’t be mad, just mad (make a difference). If you can make people laugh by saying that you won’t be
considered mad. At first, you might cause people to run away, but if you work at
saying those words, you’ll get people to chuckle or laugh, you’ll be telling a funny (or a punny … get
it!), and you can generate good feelings or lighten up someone’s day. As they say, a little light levity, or
a “one-liner,” can really make a difference for someone and that’s what it’s all about.
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KIDZ CORNER
My mom and dad wanted me to have an excellent catholic education, so when I was in the first and
second grade, I had to take a bus every day to a catholic school about four miles away because there
was no catholic school where I lived. When I started third grade, a catholic school had been built in
my town, so I was able to have a much easier commute to school for the remainder of my grade school
years. I was an excellent student, got straight "A" s, and I also had a knack of being very organized. My
parents taught me that, and I remember how easy it was to have that ability without question. And, I
really had a great baseball card collection, which was easily organized by team, player, and other
categories. Since I also liked statistics, I kept a lot of listings by the best player with home runs, hits,
etc.
Along with the grades and the organizing ability, I also was very business minded at an early age. I
learned from seeing how my parents dealt with things. So, when I was in the first and second grades
(at six and seven years old), I also carried some baseball cards in my book bag on my daily bus trips. At
school during lunch time, I then would trade some cards with my fellow students (we all needed
various cards for our collections). Also, we would play a game of flip card, where we would place a
card on the wall and each of us would try to knock over the card and would win the card if we
did that. I also sold some of my cards and made a little money, which was nice.
You can see that at an early age I had a business sense and was very organized. But, I also got great
grades and obeyed my parents as I was raised to do. Jesus says that parents are to teach their
children to choose the right path, and when they are older, they will remain upon it (see Proverbs
22:6). And, children must always obey their parents, for this is what pleases the Lord
(see Colossians 3:20).
If you enjoyed the story above, maybe you would enjoy writing something about you now as you are
growing up, as you are learning about yourself, how you are being raised, and how you are following
Jesus. Also, you can write something about a verse in the Bible that you closely identify with.
I look forward to enjoy reading about you. Please have your parents complete the appropriate
information on the contact page so that your story can be published in the next issue.
Thank you for enjoying KIDZ CORNER. Peace and God bless you and your family.
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* IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN *
· MAKING The Best Connections
· ACCESSING Focus Information To Be On Point
· PLANNING Successfully For The Future
· EXPRESSING Your Viewpoint
· GROWING Your Business
· INTERACTING With Your Community
. THEN
· ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT * THE CHRISTIAN WAY
IS YOUR PLACE TO BE

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
MAKING A DIFFERENCE
THE JOHN LEARY ORGANIZATION 1-800-561-8050

